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This invention relates to certain new and 
useful improvements in dies. 

In my co-pending application, Serial 'No. 
487,292, filed July 25, 1921, I have described 

5 and claimed a tubular sheet metal spoke for 
vehicle wheels, the spoke being formed from 
One piece of sheet metal whose edges are 
locked together in a double seam extending 
the full length of the spoke, and the spoke 

10 being provided with a slightly tapeired, sub 
stantially round body portion, and with an. 
enlarged. Wedge-shaped hub portion having 
two ffat parallell facês adapted to be engaged i 
by the flanges of the hub plates, and two ta. 
pered faces which are adapted to engage and 
to be interlocked with the similar faces of 
adjoining spokes. . . — ... ... " ". 
By the preferred method of making the 

spoke described in my Patent No. 1,498,771, 
20 granted June 24th, 1924, the spoke is pro 

duced from a properly shaped blank by sev 
eraill distinct steps or , operations, which in 

15 

clude the shaping of the metal and the : 
forming of the Seam. - 
The die constituting the subject matter of 

the present invention is utilized in one of 
these spoke forming operations which in 
clude the closing of the partially formed 

25 - 

spoke produced by a previous operation, and . 
30 the uniting of the edges of the sheet into the 

longitudinally extending seam. 
The principal object of the invention is to 

provide a die which performs these opera 
tions in an efficient manner and with i ra 

35 - pidity. 
The invention may be briefly summarized 

as consisting in certain novel details of con 
striction, and combinations and arrange 
ments of parts which will be described in 

40 - the specification and set forth in the ap 
pended claims, - 

In the accompanying sheets of drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a plan view; Fig. 2 is a side view; 
Figs. 3 and 4 are end views of the partially 

45 - formed spoke on which the die of this in 
vention operates; . Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are re 
spectively a plan view and end views of the 
spoke after being operated on by the die of 
this invention; Fig. 8 is a longitudinal hori 

50 zontal sectional view of the die constituting 
the subject matter of this invention, the sec 
tion being taken substantially allong the line 
8—8 of Fig, 12; Fig. 9 is a side elevation of 
the same ; Fig, 10 is a longitudinal vertical 

** is sectional view of the same substantially 

allong the line 10-10 of Fig. 8; Fig. 11 is a 
transverse sectional view of the die with the 
latter in open position, the Section being 
taken substantially allong the irregular line : 
11—11 of Fig. 8; Fig. 12 is a similar view 
with the die in closed position; Figs, 13 and 
14 are transverse sectional views through the 
die showing the die in open and closed po 
sition i respectively, the section being taken 
Substantially allong the line 13–13 I of Fig. 
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8; and Figs, 15 to 18 are fragmentary sec 
tional views partly diagrammatic, showing 
progressively the closing of the seam. 

Before describing the construction of the 
die constituting the subject matter of this 
invention, it might be mentioned at this 
point that the die has been especially con 
structed to accommodate a partially formed 
sheet. I'metal spoke, A., shown in Figs, 1, 2, 3 
and 4, - this a spoke it having a body por 
tion a', a reduced i felloer, end i ai? - and an 
enlarged wedge-shaped hub portion a° hav 
ing two opposite flat faces and two ta 
pered faces. Likewise it is provided with 
two partially closed edge portions a* and a', 
which are designed to be locked together in 
the form of a Seam so as to produce a closed, 
Substantially completed spoke designated B 
in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, the seam i formed being 
indicated at b/. . . . . 

Talking up - now the construction of the 
die, it will be observed that it includes a 
lower die shoe i 10, adapted to be supported 
in fixed position on the base or bed of a 
press. This die shoe carries an anwill block 
11 which extends for a short distance allong 
the shoe and is fastelmed thereto, this anvill 
block being designed to support the large 
end of the spoke during the spoke closing 
and seam forming operation. : Secured to 
the lower die shoe, at the outer end of the 
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anwill block 11, is a clevis 12, to the top of : 
which is pivoted by a transverse pin | 13, a 
mandrel 14, on which the partially formed 
Spoke is placed prior to the closing and 
Seam forming operation, the mandirel having 
allong the top and extending the full length 
thereof a slot or groove 14* in which the 
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seam is formed. The outer end of this man 
drel 14 rests upon the top of the clevis, and 
it extends lengthwise of the lower die shoe. 

Pivoted to the lower die shoe on opposite 
sides of the clevis by means of vertical 
pins 15, are a pair of laterally y Swinging 
jaws 16 which are on opposite sides of the 
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mandrel and are held yieldingly apart 
(when the die is in open position) by a 
Spring 17. These jaws have recessed por 
tions which - when the iaws are closed, en 
velop the lower half of the mandrel and con 
form to the shape of one-half the body por 
tion of the spoke. When the jaws are closed 
they close the partially formed spoke A, 
bringing the edges together in the manner 
illustrated in Fig. 15, the iaws causing the 
spoke to closely conform to the mandrel and 
engaging the metal of the spoke for the full 
length of the body portion and for a part 
of the length of the enlarged wedge-shaped, 
portion. 
Above the lower parts of the die just de 

scribed is an upper die shoe 18 which is 
adapted to be secured to the vertically mov 
able ram of the press. The parts carried by 
this die shoe have a two-fold function of 
first closing the jaws 16 so that the latter 
will close the partially formed spoke in the 
manner already described, and then forming 
the seam, the latter i being perfformed 
through the medium of two relatively mov 
able punches, and the functions being per 
formed successively or progressively as the 
top die shoe descends. ... 

For the purpose of closing the jaws onto 
the partially formed spoke and locking the 
same in closed position, the upper die shoe 18 
is provided at one end (which may be termed . 
the rear end which is toward the pivoted 
ends of the jaws) with a pair of enlarged 
depending portions 19 which are located on 
opposite sides of the shoe. Likewise the 
upper die shoe is provided at its opposite 
or forward end with a pair of similar but 
smaller depending portions 20. The depend 
ing portions 19 are provided on their inner 
or adjacent faces with cam plates 21 which 
are secured on the inner, sides of the depend 
ing portions 19 by screws 22, as clearly 
shown in FigS. 11 and 12, which cam plates 
have their lower portions beweled and their 
upper portions straight or parallell, so that 
when the upper die shoe descends the bew 
eled portions engage the upper outer por 
tions of the iaws 16 so as to swing them in 
ward to closed position, and then as the shoe 
continues to descend the upper parallell por 
tions of the camplates engage the opposite 
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faces of the jaws so as to assist in locking 
them in closed position. The forward and 
shorter depending portions 20 of the upper 
die shoe have secured to their inner faces by 
Screws 23, locking plates 24, which engage 
over the outer faces or sides of the jaws 16 
when they have been moved inward to closed 
position by the cam plates 21 so as to se 
curely lock the jaws in closed position dur 
ing the remainder of the descent of the up 
per die shoe. 
The distance between the inner faces of 

the locking plates 24 and between the upper. 
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parallell faces of the cam plates 21 is such 
that the jaws are held in their inner parallell 
relation with the partially formed spoke 
tightly held against the mandrell in closed 
position. 
Additionally the upper die shoe is pro 

vided on its under side between the depend 
ing portions 19 and 20 with two seam form 
ing plungers 25 and 26, the former being 
held to the die shoe in fixed position thereon 
by screws 27, or equivalent means. The sec 
ond pluailnger 26 is slidingly arranged at the 
side of the fixed plunger 25, and normally 
projects below the lower end of the fixed 
plunger, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The mov 
able or sliding plunger 26 is provided at 
the top with an enlarged portion or head 
28, whose top Surface is beweled, as shown, 
this beweled surface being engaged by the 
bevelled face of a wedge block 29, which is 
laterally movable in a recessed part of the 
die shoe. - • 

Secured to and extending from the side 
of the wedge block 29 are a plurality of 
pressure pins , 30 which project up wardly 
beyond the face of the upper die shoe and 
slidingly engage a U-shaped bracket 31 se 
cured to opposite ends of the upper die shoe. 
Between the bracket and albutments 32 on 
the pressure pins 30 are coil springs - 33 
which urge the wedge blocks in wardly, and 
therefore yieldingly hold the sliding punch 
in lowered position, and also serve to allow . 
the sliding punch to move upward and the 
wedge blocks to slide outward under resist 
ance of the springs as the die shoe descends. 
When the die is in open position the slid 

ing punch is in its lowermost position, which 
is determined by a shoulder 34, on the lower 
face of the die and adapted to be engaged 
by a corresponding shoulder on the head of 
the sliding punch... and when the die is in 
closed position the lower ends of . both 
punches are at the same height or level, the 
upward movement of the sliding plunger 
being limited by the top wall of the recess 
in which the wedge block slides, which wali 
is then engaged by the top of the sliding 
plunger. \ 

The operation of the die is as follows: 
When the die is in open position, illustrated 
in Fig. 11, the partially formed spoke Ais 
slipped onto the mandrel 14, the end of the 
spoke then engaging a shoulder of the man 
drell, which fixes the position of the spoke. 
When this is done, the enlarged end of the 
spoke rests upon the anvil block 11, it being 
remembered that until the upper die de 
scends, the jaws stand in open position on 
opposite sides of the mandrel and partially 
formed spoke thereon, the spread of the iaws i 
being preferably from ten to fifteen degrees, 
depending upon the size of the spoke. 
Then the upper die shoe descends, where 

upon the cam plates swing the jaws in Ward 
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to closed position, and then the cam plates 
and locking plates carried by the upper die 
shoe lock the iaws tightly against the par 
tially formed spoke, holding it firmly 
against the mandirel. This in ward I move 
ment of the jaws closes the partially formed 
spoke onto the mandirel, bringing the edge 
or marginal portions a # and a° to the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 15, with the edge or mar 
ginal portion â'r projecting laterally beyond 
the somewhat shorter edge or marginal por 
tion a°. \ 

Immediately after the jaws are locked in 
closed position as just described, the lower 
end of the sliding punch engages the mar 
ginal portion or edge a“ which projects be 
yond the edge a° as shown in Fig. 15, and 
then bends it downward as illustrated in 
Fig. 16. Now the fixed ; plunger 25 comes 
into action while the sliding plun ger 26 Tre 
mains stationary, the lost motion thereof be 
ing absorbed by the wedge block and springs, 
the function of the fixed punch i being to 
drive the marginal portions into the fo!"m- 
ing groove 14* of the mandirel, as illustrated 
in Fig. 17, and to lock the marginal por 
tions in the form of a tight double Seam ill 
llustrated in Fig. 18, this seam being formed 
for the full length of the spoke. The lower 
faces of the punches opposite the enlarged 
hub portion of the spoke are flat, but be 
yond this portion of the spoke the lower 
portions of the punches not only incline with 
the taper of the body portion of the spoke, 
but are rounded so I as to conform for a dis 
tance to the transverse curvature as I shown 
in the drawings. 
The operation is now completed, and the 

upper die shoe ascends, whereupon the 
wedge block under the action of the springs 
again forces the sliding plunger 26 down 
ward and the iaws i 16 open up so as to al 
low the spoke to be stripped off of the man 
drell. The stripper may be mounted on i an 
extension of the lower die shoe just beyond 
the clevis supporting the mandirel, but as 
the stripper forms no part of the present in 
vention it is not illustrated, it being under 
stood that it may assume different forms and 
may be actuated mechanically or otherwise. 
The die above described closes the par 

tially formed spoke and tightly locks its 
marginal portions in the form of a double 
seam extending from end to end, and the 
whole operation is perfformed quickly as well 
as i effectively. 
While I have shown only the preferred 

form of the invention. I do not desire to be 
confined to the exact details shown, but aim 
in my claims to cover all modifications which 
do not involve a departure from the spirit 
and scope of the invention as defined in the 
appended claims. 
Having described my invention, I claim : 
1. In a die, a die shoe having a mandrel 

83 
for the work and on opposite sides thereof 
a pair of pivoted jaws for closing the work 
onto the mandirel, and co-operating die shoe 
having I means for closing and locking the 
jaws, and additional means for forming the 
edge or marginal portions of the work into 
a locked. Seam. 

2. In a die, a die shoe having a mandirel 
and parts adapted to force and hold the 
work against the mandirel, a co-operating die 
shoe having a pair of Seam forming plun 
gers projecting from the face thereof; and 
mounted side by side, one fixed - and the 
other slidable relative thereto. 

3. In a die, a die shoe having a pair of 
seam forming plungers, One fixed in posi 
tion and the other slidable, and a spring 
actuated. Wedge block engaging the slidable 
plunger. 

4. In a die, a die shoe having depending 
portions provided on the inner faces with 
cams, and having a Seam forming plunger 
on the under face Substantially midway be 
tween the depending portions. \ 

5. A die comprising a die shoe provided 
with depending portions having substantial 
lly midway, cam and locking plates, and hav 
ing between the same a seam forming plun 
O'6'. R 2is 

6. A die comprising a die shoe having de- { 
pending portions and between the depending 
portions having a pair of Seam forming 
plungers, , One fixed in position and the 
other slidable alongside the fixed plunger. 

7. In a die, a die shoe having a pair of 
pivoted iaws, movable laterally toward and 
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from One another, a co-operating die shoe . 
having portions for Swinging the iaws in 
ward toward each other and locking them in 
closed position, and having between i said 
portions i Seam forming means. 

8. In a die, a die shoe having a pair of 
pivoted jaws, movable laterally toward and 
from One another, a co-operating die shoe 
having depending portions for Swinging the 
iaws in Ward toward each other and locking 
them in closed position, and having between 
Said portions a fixed plunger and a slidable 
plunger. 

9. In a die, a die shoe having a mandirel 
for the work and on opposite sides thereof 
a pair of iaws for closing the work onto the 
mandirel, and a co-operating die shoe having 
means for closing the jaws, and additional 
means for forming the edge or marginal 

y portions of the work into a locked seam. 
10. In a tube seaming die, a die shoe hav 

ing a mandrel and a pair of iaws for , clos 
ing the work onto the mandrell, and a co 
operating die shoe provided with Seam form 
ing i means having portions successively en 
gageable with the work. 

In testimony whereof, I hereunto affix my • 
signature. 

THOMAS i N. AIKENS. 
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